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Key Messages
• Current approach to transport provision is not working
well
• Shift to address the transport needs of people, within a
future vision of our city.
• Urban transport management is complex, resource
intensive and requiring strong leadership & deep
collaboration.
• No growth/development possible without radical shifts
to be inclusive.

A Depressing Metropolitan Transport Snapshot
• Transport is the lifeblood of cities
• 50% rely on Public Transport; 20% walk all
way; 30% by car
• 80% of Public Transport is informal MBT
• Since 1980s Metrorail ridership down
nationally 700,000 to 300,000; Cape Town
50% since 2012
• Sabotage, theft, neglect, lack of local control,
huge corruption.
• Problems worsening with endless suburban
sprawl.
• Our cities now even more cut off for the poor
than ever.

A Depressing Metropolitan Transport Snapshot
• Road network congestion at critical levels
• Massive economic and social costs.
Enough to question to entire basis of
humans living (trapped) in cities.
• Lack of fiscal space for the roll-out of
high appropriate quality public transport
interventions
• Public sector capacity is decimated
• Issues intertwined requiring cross-sector
collaboration with public, private and
community partnerships

Why this Mess ?
• “Roads for growth” wrong model.
• Decades of non-management and underfunding for effective transport
systems.
• Unplanned informal Minibus taxi sector transporting 80% of all captive
users
• Responsibilities sit at different levels. Lack of capacity in public service
• Deep societal issues, poverty, protest, crime, sabotage, gangsterism.
• Fraud & extensive corruption.
• Spatial inefficiency - Suburban sprawl and dislocated disconnected poor.

Western Cape Snapshot - Practice
Practice
• >90% of all Provincial Transport Funding goes
into Road Infrastructure for Provincial roads
• Management of local transport pressures has
been extensively neglected
Realities
• +/- 90% of all road space requirements is to
serve private light vehicles
• Middle and High income earning households
take 20x road space of low income populations.
• In some cities / towns more than 50% of all
public land area is dedicated to roads and
parking.

Reasons
• We haven’t invested in a different
Vision for our cities.
• Lack of Leadership (to push the
uncomfortable change)
• Public sector decimated.
• Institutional inertia.
• Political system that has not
challenged the infrastructure
development at all costs for “growth”
policy approach.

Western Cape Snapshot - Spatial Inefficiency

Western Cape Snapshot - Spatial Inefficiency
• Lower density suburban sprawl.
• Perpetual road expansion for
greenfield development
Employment

• These trip generations by low
occupancy private vehicle, absorb
all the capacity of the main
arterials,
• Placing even further hardship on
the disconnected poor.
• In fact everyone is disconnected.

Western Cape Snapshot - “Locking Out”
• Roads for Growth & Jobs?
• 3 times as many jobs created
through Sustainable Transport for
every one in Roads (international
studies)

Mt Edgecombe Interchange Upgrade - R850m

Vehicle versus Passenger Focus: Capacity of Streets
• Streets originally were public domains

• High access for traffic.
Everywhere.

• Traffic engineers focussed on accommodating
the car above all and excluding other means of
access
• Streets became lifeless, inhibiting and
dangerous
• Pollution, severance, sprawl, social exclusion
due to transport policy choices

Current situation

• 60 years of infrastructure development for cars,
without ever succeeding to reduce congestion.
• Stop allowing car-centric planning dominate our
streets and urban areas which must be about
people, desire lines, sustainable modes of
movement.

Paradigm Shift in Approach for Managing Local Transport
Traditional Approach to Transport
Planning/Engineering

The current approach to transport and spatial development
is failing. Limits have been reached and continuing on this
path drives a self-perpetuating cycle of decline.

Sustainable Mobility Approach

Shifting to an inclusive, integrated approach is challenging
yet vital. Each action drives a positive feedback which
supports broader sustainable development objectives.

Sustainable Transport – brief definition

Responsible transport planning that enables equitable safe access, is
affordable and supports the economy whilst leaving a positive legacy for
future generations.

Sustainable Transport – Policies are in Place
• South Africa sits at a
crossroads. Anything we do
must be equitable and
improve the well-being of all
our people
• Addressing poverty,
inequality and
unemployment must be
central in all strategic
interventions

Facilitates
equitable, safe
access to
opportunities

Affordable,
supports a
vibrant
economy and
inclusive
growth

Limits impact on
the environment

Best Practice – in Sustainable Transport

Strategic Approach for Sustainable Transport

“Leverage Points” for Change
In order to shift the momentum away from cycle
of decline:
• Strong Leadership
• Unwavering commitment to Key Principles and a Vision
• Catalytic Projects, demonstrating changed practice
• Spatially focussed with Full Collaboration across all
Sectors
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Leadership Challenge: Developing and Implementing the
Overarching Vision for Local Sustainable Development
• Emphasize human focus in societal development and by prioritizing
investment in people to improve equity & inclusion through enhanced
empowerment – enabling affordable access to opportunirty.
• Align social, physical and cultural environments to create “place” that
is actively inclusive and facilitates the pursuit of health and well-being
for all.
• Ensure the participation of all individuals and communities in the
decisions that affect them and the places they live, work, love and
play.
• Striving for enhanced community prosperity and strengthened assets
through values-based governance of common goods and services.
• Ensuring that the protection of the planet is at the heart of all city
policies, both internal and external.
• Urgent and transformative demands of the 2030 Agenda.
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Challenging Times require Bold Leadership
Antanas Mockus and Enrique Peñalosa in Bogotá,
Transformation of and sharing of Urban Public Space
Sergio Fajardo transformed Medellín from its association with
cocaine barons and industrial-scale murder to be ranked by as
the world’s most innovative city in 2013.
Park Won-soon, transforming Seoul into a leading example of
the sharing economy, mixing feverish citizen engagement with
the fastest broadband infrastructure in the world.
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Leverage Multisector Collaboration: Stellenbosch
Responsibility to Partner
• Trip generators
• Responsibility
• Sustainability & Ethics

Capacity Offer
• Finance
• Core Expertise
• Planning &
Management
• Local knowledge
• Existing Partnerships
• Innovation
• Research bridge

Shared Benefits
• Heavily invested in a
future for all
• Value Capture
Opportunities
Provincial Sustainable
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Inclusive Development
“The heart of the challenge: how to link the top and bottom, the rich and
the poor, the fast and the slow.
Not long ago, everywhere wanted to copy Silicon Valley. But they also now
recognise that the Silicon Valley model achieved very little “trickle-down” of
wealth. Most Americans now earn less than they did a few decades ago,
even as a tiny proportion have become immensely rich.
And so the search is on for better models of economic growth that
overhaul schooling to better fit where the jobs are coming from, and get
big firms to open their doors to the poor and marginalised.”
The Guardian, 2015
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Concluding Remark
World Bank Group goals: Help countries eliminate poverty by 2030 and prosperity boost shared
prosperity (reduce inequality) – SA’s Vision 2030
Key constraints for SA: 5 identified - in addition to skills, skewed distribution of land and
productive assets and low competition and integration in value chains:
• Limited or expensive connectivity and under-serviced historically disadvantaged settlements:
Policy options include fostering strategic densification of cities and diversifications of land use,
as well as expanding basic services in underserviced settlements. Other interventions are
better integrated transport planning and land use, as well as strengthening regulatory
framework in support of competition in the minibus taxi sector.
• Climate shocks: Disruptions to the economy and jobs as South Africa transitions to a lowcarbon economy will need to be mitigated carefully, the diagnostic suggests. Climate change
also puts further pressure on the country’s scarce water resources which require long-term
planning and strategic adaptation.
World Bank: Systematic Country Diagnostic – South Africa: An Incomplete Transition, Overcoming
the Legacy of Exclusion; April 2018
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